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Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT):
• MeV-TeV Gamma-ray Telescope
• +10 years of all-sky observation
• Driven many discoveries – Fermi Bubbles, Galactic Center Excess

Challenges:
• Observed flux is mixture of emissions from different processes
• Bright foregrounds „mask“ weaker emissions, not perfectly known

  -> hard to observe emissions of interest

• Foregrounds usually handled via templates + „online“ modifications
• Templates based on observations in other bands + theory + simulation

OR  data-driven from preprocessed data
• Existing frameworks only allow partial correction of templates

   -> Templating errors propagate into scientific results
• Unexpected emissions are not captured & can distort scientific results

• Recently: machine learning (ML)-based approaches with promising capabilities
• Results not as explainable as one would like

10ys of LAT data
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Promises: What do we claim to deliver?

Promise 1: We show a template-free, highly data-driven reconstruction of the gamma-ray sky
                     based on an interpretable hirarchical model of the observed emissions.

Benefits:
• No templating assumptions necessary.
• Unexpected emissions get picked up naturally.

Promise 2: We show a template-informed, yet still highly data-driven reconstruction
                     of the gamma-ray sky

Benefits:
• Existing templates can be used to inform the reconstruction without sacrificing 

data-drivenness (within limits).
• Weak, otherwise „hidden“ emission structures can be unveiled.
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Methods: How did we approach the task?

High-level perspective: Bayesian inference

• Poissonian data likelihood with Instrument Response model
• Point spread function (PSF), energy dispersion function (EDF), effective area (EA), and exposure (EXP)
• Fine-grained data bins corresponding to PSF and EDF dynamics

• Hierarchical models for the expected emission components
• Model 1: Point-like and diffuse emission
• Model 2: Point-like and two diffuse emission components, one template-informed

• Posterior Approximation via variational inference (Metric Gaussian Variational Inference)
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• Model 1: Point-like and diffuse emission
• Model 2: Point-like and two diffuse emission components, one template-informed

Pixel-and energy bin-integrated spatio-
spectral flux        (pixel i, energy bin j)

Global flux reference scale

A-priori power-law behavior

Log-normal spatio-spectral 
modification field

Flux in the 1-300 GeV energy range approximately 
follows power laws in energy
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Methods: How did we approach the task?

Hierarchical models for the expected emission components
• Model 1: Point-like and diffuse emission
• Model 2: Point-like and two diffuse emission components, one template-informed

Flux in the 1-300 GeV energy range approximately 
follows power laws in energy

Spatical correlation function

Spectral (energy dimension) correlation function

Works for both diffuse and point-like emissions!

Implementation:
Pixel-wise independent models 
for total brightness and 
spectrum shape of point-like 
emissions
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Hierarchical models for the expected emission components
• Model 1: Point-like and diffuse emission
• Model 2: Point-like and two diffuse emission components, one template-informed

Pixel-wise independent total total flux prior
                       for point-like emissions

Pixel-wise
independent
spectrum prior for
point-like flux

Template-free diffuse 
Emission model

Template-informed 
diffuse 
Emission model

Sum of template-informed
and template-free
emission components
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Template-informed diffuse emission component

• Template is added multiplicatively
• Modification field  now models deviations

with respect to template

To demonstrate ability to correct even large template mis-modelling:

We use the Planck 545 GHz thermal dust emission map
(tracer of hadronic matter in the ISM) as emission template.

Image source: https://planck.ipac.caltech.edu/image/planck15-002b, 20.11.2023

https://planck.ipac.caltech.edu/image/planck15-002b
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Results

Good quality of fit:
• Reduced  values of 1.1 and 0.9 for FRONT and BACK events
• Few structures in the residuals (exceptions: galactic disk, bright extended sources, bright point sources)
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Results

High quantitative agreement with the emission templates by the Fermi Collaboration:

• Used Templates: gll_iem_v07 (diffuse foregrounds), iso_P8R3_SOURCE_V3_v1 (isotropic 
backgrounds)

• Disagreements:
• Extended emission sources (vela supernova remnant, crab nebula, …)
• Isotropic background at high energies
• 5° scale structures at high energies
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Results

Plausible point-like flux pixel brightness distribution:

Point source brightness distribution in the Fermi point source catalogs

Abdollahi et al., 2022, The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series,
„Fermi Large Area Telescope Fourth Source Catalog“
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Results

Good separation of hadronic ISM dust-related and other diffuse emissions:

Diffuse emissions vs 545 GHz thermal dust emission

Magenta: M1 diffuse component

Orange: M2 template-informed diffuse component
Purple: M2 template-free diffuse component

Model 2 diffuse emission spectral index maps

Template-informed

Template-free
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Results

Flexible modification of template:

• Strong modifications 
where necessary 
(extended emission 
sources)

Template modification field
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• Point-like emissions:

• Fixed luminosity function assumed a priori
• No modeling of sub-detection-threshold point source flux contributions

• Better VI methods available (GeoVI)

Benefits:
• No templating assumptions necessary.
• Unexpected emissions get picked up naturally.

• Existing templates can be used to inform the reconstruction
without sacrificing data-drivenness (within limits).
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• Spectral continuity assumption can bias high-energy limit of reconstructions
• No guarantee that all template-related emissions are absorbed into template-informed components
• Point-like emissions:

• No individual point sources modeled
• Under-informed lowest energy bin

Limitations Implementation:
• Difficulty modelling extended object emission  -  no compatible model available
• Point-like emissions:

• Fixed luminosity function assumed a priori
• No modeling of sub-detection-threshold point source flux contributions

• Better VI methods available (GeoVI)

Benefits:
• No templating assumptions necessary.
• Unexpected emissions get picked up naturally.

• Existing templates can be used to inform the reconstruction
without sacrificing data-drivenness (within limits).

• Weak, otherwise „hidden“ emission structures can be unveiled.
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Summary

We show a template-free, highly data-driven reconstruction of the gamma-ray sky 
based on an interpretable hirarchical model of the observed emissions.

We show a template-informed, yet still highly data-driven reconstruction of the gamma-ray sky

• We build hierarchical generative models of the expected emission components

• These models have a high degree of flexibility, allowing them to represent a wide variety of fluxes as requested by the data

• We approximate the posterior distribution over the parameters of our model using variational inference

• We reach a good quality of fit, but also find traces of instrument response mismodelling

• Our purely data-driven, template-free reconstuction largely agrees with the traditional diffuse emission templates published 
by the Fermi Collaboration

• We still reach a good quality of fit, but additionally perform a self-consistent component separation between
thermal-dust-associated emissions and other diffuse emission in the reconstruction process

• Analyses indicate a good separation of the emission component

• „Overshadowed“ emission components get „de-masked“ in the process

Find the full paper at      scheel-platz.de/pub/fermi.pdf
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